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Survival analysis examines and models the time it takes for events to occur, termed survival
time.
The Cox proportional-hazards regression model is the most common tool for studying the
dependency of survival time on predictor variables.
Another representation of the distribution of survival times is the hazard function, which
assesses the instantaneous risk of demise at time t, conditional on survival to that time
Cox model leaves baseline hazard function unspecified yet a partial likelihood method can
estimate it because taking ratios cancels it.
hi(t) = h0(t)exp(β1xi1 + β2xi2 +···+ βkxik) where βk are parameters and xi observations. With
many observations one take ratios and get adequate approximations of the β k .
Spoiler: I was unable to find useful parameters among the C100 fault PVs. Values in
covariate matrices were high only for variables which summed others or outliers which
occurred only a few times. Sum variables are not orthogonal to components, of course.
Everything except last bullet from
http://socserv.mcmaster.ca/jfox/Books/Companion/appendix/Appendix-Cox-Regression.pdf

1L187 histogram and survival
The area above the
survival curve is the
integral of the
histogram of
number of faults
versus gradient,
normalized to one

Fowler-Nordheim analysis 1L187
Gset predicted by linear fit for various
intervals
8 hours (22800 s) 11.12 MV/m
1 day (86400 s)
10.03 MV/m
2 days (172800 s) 9.34 MV/m
First step in survival curve occurs
~9.5 MV/m because lem puts cavities
around gset for two day interval

T ratio = Estimate/Std_Error
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Michele Joyce released the C100 Fault Logger Sept 25, 2016
109853 FCC and INTERLOCK faults recorded in linacs, 5021 in 0L04
through end of spring 2017 run. 67.6% simultaneous fault bit trips.
JMP exploratory data analysis software (SAS) was used to view the raw data.
Someone competent can move this work into R.
Survival plots of intervals between faults can be generated by cavity for each
GSET value. Exclusive of the energy lock cavities about 750 such plots
could be produced. Energy lock cavities double the total.
Proportional hazard analysis was used instead with GSET as the “time”
variable. These plots show the fraction of faults which have occurred prior
to/at GSET. Where there are many faults at the same GSET an estimator is
used. JMP uses Breslow’s https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Proportional_hazards_model

Distribution of event intervals

Two days = 172800 seconds

Survival plots at fixed GSET, 2L22

300,000 second interval results in one C100 trip per hour. All the 2L22
cavities show 25% of faults recorded with less than 3 hour interval.

0L04 survival plot – all faults recorded, many simultaneous
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0L041 quench behavior
Plotting ln(1/interval) vs gset for the 22

quench faults recorded for 0L041 produces a
fit which is similar to those found for C20
cavities where field emission charges the cold
window. Here field emission may quench an
end group or iris. Geng Rongli suggested
field emission may liberate H2 until minimum
in Paschen curve is reached, allowing
discharge which FCC registers as quench.
The gset predicted to produce a 300,000
second fault interval by the fit at left is 9.7
MV/m, comparable to the gradient at which
the 0L041 curve on the previous slide drops
off a cliff.
Similarly significant fits may be obtained
from several linac C100 cavities but no others
in 0L04. See TN-17-021, which covers all
C100 zones.

Proportional Hazard Analysis - 0L041

(Above) Covariance estimates of variables (betas of page 2) generated by JMP for 0L041 fault
data. Nothing I found useful, as spoiler indicated. Parameter estimates themselves are below.
Even the diagonal elements above are non-unity, perhaps due to the h 0(t) term being ignored or
summed variables included. Analysis of just the quench faults, 7/15 of total time stamps, proved
more useful as discussed above and in TN-17-021.

Last GSET (3/9/17) vs 75% survival GSET
last GSET vs 75% survival GSET
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Dark line and equation are fit forced through origin. Lighter line is x=y, showing
that very few cavities are likely to be capable of more than Clyde’s GSET values.
Average of 80 linac C100s: 15.1 MV/m (includes three zeroes as cavities were off)
C100 spec 19.3 MV/m including 10% headroom for cavities off, see TN-05-044.
17.5 MV/m with all cavities on. Three were off in FY17.
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Something like the charge accumulation on the cold windows of original
modules is occurring in the C100s.
Rongli’s hypothesis that H2 is being liberated by field emission heating and a
discharge eventually occurs seems reasonable to me. Temperature data needed.
There are temperature diodes on only two FPCs, cavities 2 and 4. Cavities 4 and
5 have diodes on tube between FPCs. These four should be connected to DAQ
and archived so we can see if there is a correlation to quench faults. One diode
on each HOM pair should also be archived in case FE heating at that end
directly causes quench faults, not H2 liberation.

Where a field emission effect exists, either cold window charging or C100
“quench”, logarithmic fit should be used in lem to minimize fault rate
Where field emission effects are not obvious, as in most C50 and C100
cavities, GSET values at which significant drops in survival occur are a
good starting point for Ops drvh
. 75% survival is a good place to start.
(ODVH)

Backup

TN-17-021 Conclusions
●

At one C100 fault per hour total
–

NL can deliver ~400 MeV vs 540 MeV specification

–

SL can deliver ~350 MeV vs 540 MeV specification

–

0L04 can deliver ~76 MeV, 10 MeV less than needed for
123 MeV injector (aka 12 GeV to Hall D)

Quenches by location

